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Abstract—Automatic recognition of abnormal situations in
harbor environments is approached in this paper with a system
based on Dynamic Bayesian Networks. The area under surveil-
lance is partitioned in zones of different sizes and shapes by
means of an Instantaneous Topological Map, on which events are
detected and inference is carried out. The model is trained with
synthetic normal trajectories of ships and vessels mooring in the
port, and each time a new trajectory is presented to the system,
comparisons with the normal behaviors stored in the network
are performed. If no match is found, an abnormal situation is
declared and countermeasures can be taken. The algorithm has
been tested in a real port with simulated data in order to evaluate
the false alarm rate and the abnormal detection capabilities of
the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the design of systems that guarantee an high
level of security in highly-crowded and critical areas such as
harbors, airports, busy streets, etc., have become an important
research subject for both academia and industry. Dangerous
situations and accidents (as the one happened in 2013 in
Genoa, Italy [1] in which the control tower in the harbor
was pulled down by a ship with a malfunctioning engine) are
increasingly perceived as intolerable, given the quality and the
quantity of the sensory equipment that nowadays surrounds
and monitors these areas. These situations seem to suggest the
need of new mechanisms to merge low level information in
such a way that a behavioral analysis of what is happening in
the area can be pursued.

Nowadays, many kinds of sensors such as radar, video and
infrared cameras and Automatic Identification System (AIS)
are widely deployed for monitoring maritime environments.
However, the effectiveness of this broad usage is limited,
mainly because of the involvement of human operator that
is required to analyze the enormous amount of information
generated by the sensors and decide accordingly. Thus, in the
past years, considerable research effort has been devoted to
developing efficient automatic detection, tracking and classi-
fication of targets and sensor fusion to help users of such
systems. Yet, there is still the need for a system which is able to
analyze the environment, its elements and the relation between
events in order to provide a state of situation awareness. The
key to situation awareness is the ability to analyze the behavior
of the actors in order to understand abnormal events. In the
maritime domain actors’ (ships, boats, etc.) behavior appears
in their movement and trajectories. Thus, the next step after

detection and tracking is motion and journey analysis for
detecting unexpected and abnormal trajectories in order to
warn the operator, or activate an automatic action mechanism.

In this paper we propose a system, based on the probabilis-
tic graphical model (PGM) [2] of Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBN) [3] [4], in which causal relationships regarding the
normal movements of a ship in a port area are encoded in
a probabilistic model based on events. Behaviors that signifi-
cantly differ from the ones defined as normal are likely to be
dangerous and have to be properly managed. For such systems
low alarm rates and rapid evaluation of dangerous situations
are mandatory in order to start appropriate security policies
(alarm siren, evacuation of the area, etc.) in time.

The approach proposed in this paper is inspired by the
work presented in [5] [6] in which methods for modeling
and analyzing trajectories using topological representation of
the environment and dynamic Bayesian network learning and
inference are introduced. The approach shows to be promising
not only for detection of abnormal interactions [5] but also
for analyzing the operator’s interaction with the environment
[6]. Unlike other classic modeling techniques which mostly
rely on trajectory clustering and learning [7], DBNs due to
their inherited dynamics are able to easily learn a wide variety
of spatio-temporal models and provide statistically optimum
inferences. Compared to [5] [6], we enhanced the method
by allowing the time difference between events to exist as
a separated random variable in the DBN. In addition, we
modified the cumulative measure to achieve bounded value in
order to be able to apply fixed abnormality detection threshold.
More details on the algorithmic implementation can be found
in Section III.

The main contribution of this paper is to combine the
Bayesian approach with reduction state space techniques (ad-
dressed in Section III) in order to design a system capable
of recognizing normal/abnormal maritime situations in real
time, giving to the port authorities the time to intervene if the
acknowledged situation is labeled as dangerous. Unlike other
methods (detailed in Section II), our algorithm is devised for
an online learning of behaviors: at first any unseen trajectory
is regarded as abnormal, but with the intervention of the users
(e.g. security operators in port), it is possible to add the new
detected trajectory into the normality dictionary. In this way,
as the algorithm works, its model of the environment becomes
more comprehensive.



This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we present
a survey on the maritime situation assessment algorithms
present in literature. In Section III we describe all the elements
involved in our framework, from the map creation to the
probabilistic model. In Section IV experiments on trajectories
of ships mooring in real ports are shown. Section V draws the
conclusion and suggests future developments.

II. SURVEY OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT

Due to the heavy traffic and its corresponding hazards and
threats in maritime environment, there has been in recent years
an increasing interest in surveillance systems with situation
awareness ability. As a result, many research groups have been
trying to address the problem of automated behavioral analysis
and assessment in these scenarios. In spite of the variety of
techniques and tools used by researchers, existing works can
be categorized according to three different aspects: (a) various
kinds of application areas such as ocean, coast, port and fishing
areas exist in maritime environment and for each one there are
associated different known threats such as piracy, smuggling,
sabotage and illegal immigration and also unknown number of
dangers and menaces; (b) abnormal behavior detection can be
classified by its process level according to the JDL model [8].
For instance, a process in level 2 of JDL detects deviation of
a vessel from its expected trajectory and another higher level
process decides whether this anomaly is an intentional illegal
action or unintentional dangerous one; (c) the normalcy models
of vessel behavior can be categorized by so called model-
driven and data-driven approaches [9]. The former focuses on
knowledge-based procedures to form models by human experts
and the latter tries to generate these models by unsupervised
or semi-supervised machine-learning techniques. Based on this
description, in the following paragraphs some notable recent
works in this area are described.

A method for detecting abnormal trajectories in open sea
and ocean areas is proposed in [10]. First, normal trajectories
are learned from historical AIS data by a partitioning and
clustering technique, then dynamics of vessel movement is
modeled as a Markov chain with clusters as the states of
the chain and a transition matrix learned from data. Behavior
analysis is conducted in two levels, local abnormality is
detected by examining the state of the vessel, and journey-level
abnormality by considering transitions history in the Markov
chain. The method just described is proposed for large-scale
trajectories in open sea and ocean areas, while our method
is intended for port area in which we need a fine-grained
trajectory discrimination capability. Trajectory modeling by
historical data is also considered in [11], but for coastal areas
and with semi-supervised fuzzy neural network learning in four
dimensional space of latitude, longitude, speed and course.
However the behavior in this work is only judged by the vessel
state in the 4d space and transitions between states are not
taken into account.

Some authors such as [12] and [13] investigated very low
level processes to detect abnormal outliers within time-series
of observation for each vessel track. The employed method
is very similar to the well-known gating technique used in
conjugation of Kalman filter tracker. Instead of fixed model
dynamic and fixed gate threshold in Kalman filter, they use a
Gaussian process whose parameters are learned from normal

tracks, to model the ship dynamics. Extreme value theory
[12], or normalized squared residual of an observation and
its prediction [13] is used to detect abnormal observations.

Instances of model-driven approach can be found in [14]
and [15]. In [14] situations and behaviors are represented as an
ontological hierarchical order of semantic levels and a DBN
with manually selected CPDs is used to model relations with
each situation in higher to lower level situations. The occur-
rence of each high level situation is inferred by comparing its
probability in every time-slices with a pre-defined threshold.
The method proposed in [15] applied to multi-vessel scenarios
uses an HMM to classify between two state of normal or
unexpected behavior from a set of observations which indicate
the changing of the vessel situation.

In this paper the quick analysis of vessel behaviors is made
possible by the reduction of the state space via topological
maps of the environment, as detailed in Section III-B. For this
reason, the algorithm devised in this paper is particularly suit-
able for harbor scenarios, in which the area under surveillance
is well known and monitored by a great number of reliable
sensors, as cameras or radars. The application of the proposed
algorithm in other maritime environments (as open seas or near
coastlines) is possible only if somehow we are able to bound
the sea portion on which carry out the algorithm and at the
same time if reliable data of the ships can be gathered from
the sensory (in the case of open sea we could rely on AIS,
SAR data, and so forth).

III. BAYESIAN MODELING OF THE SYSTEM

In this paper the level of normality of ship actions in
the port area is evaluated with an online cumulative measure
yielded by an Event-based Dynamic Bayesian Network (E-
DBN) [3] [4]. The first step is to partition the environment
with a topological map, on the top of which the model and
the inferences are carried out. The probabilistic model is
created by storing a rich set of normal situations, where for
normality we mean behaviors compliant with a fixed set of
parameters (e.g. type, speed, etc.) related to different ships and
vessels. Once the normal trajectories are acquired, the system,
by analyzing the spatial and temporal evolution of any ship
moving in the harbor, is able to recognize if the ship is acting
according to one of the normal behaviors or not, and in the
latter case an abnormal situation is detected.

The state analysis of ships and vessels is pursued by
analyzing the zones instead of evaluating the specific trajec-
tories. This approach is suggested by bio-inspired decision
mechanisms [16], in which the elementary information (the
“letters”) are aggregated into high-level hierarchical layers
(the “words”) that permit a more robust analysis of what is
happening in the environment. This reasoning resembles the
mechanism occurring in human and animal brain, where high-
level information is gathered and used to infer the state of the
surroundings.

In our work we define two information layers, namely a
low-level observation layer, in which the estimates from the
trajectories are drawn (produced for instance by a simulator
or a tracker based on a Kalman Filter), and a high-level event
layer, where the zone changes are detected and used to detect
abnormal traffic conditions. In this paper we focus our efforts



Fig. 1. On the left is depicted the dataset used to produce the instantaneous
topological map depicted on the right. The red points of the figure on the
right are the nodes, while the blue lines connect the neighbor nodes of the
map. The values of the ITM parameters for this experiment are emax = 8
and εitm = 0.1.

on the event level, and leave for future works the study of the
interaction between these two domains.

A. State definition

The port area is partitioned in zones of different size and
shape in such a way that events can be accounted as zone
changes. More specifically, if the vessel moves from zone i

to zone j, an event ε(i,j)k = li → lj is triggered, where li
and lj are the labels identifying two neighboring zones and
k ∈ N counts the number of events. The events ε(i,j)k , with
i, j ∈ [0, Nl], where Nl is the number of zones, can be seen
as the outcomes of the discrete random variable Ek, that is the
state of the DBN. If the vessel remains in the same zone i for
a Tmax time, a still event ε(i,i)k = li → li is detected.

It is worth noting that the events are obtained by obser-
vations yielded by simulators or video trackers on the port.
The temporal scale between the observation level and the event
label is different, because while the observation are provided at
each time t, the events are triggered only where zones changing
or still events are seen.

B. Creation of the map

This section outlines the algorithm that yields the parti-
tioned map of the port under surveillance.

The partitioning of the port area is required in order to
carry out the event-based probabilistic modeling and can be
accomplished with many approaches. The first idea could be
to divide the port area with a regular grid of zones, but as usual
these brute-force methods hardly produce results both efficient
and accurate. More interesting are the Topology-Representing
Networks (TRNs) [17] [18] [19], that allow the formation
of the state space maps by acquiring trajectories of objects
moving in the same scene. Among the techniques available
in literature, the Instantaneous Topological Maps (ITMs) [19]
seem a solution quite appealing for their inner simplicity and
suitable for handling data correlated in time and space as the
ship trajectories in a port. The topological maps are graphs
defined by nodes, that are the center of the zones, and edges,
that connect neighboring nodes.

More in detail, the ITM consists of neurons i defined by
a weight vector wi and a set of neighbor nodes N(i), that
implicitly represent the edges of the graph (the neighboring
nodes can be easily connected with undirected edges). The
network is initialized with two connected neurons (that can
be random or chosen by the user), and when a new stimulus
ζ occurs, the adaption, the creation and the eliminations of
the nodes of the network are carried out according to the
four-step algorithm described in [19]. The configuration of
the ITM requires the setting of two parameters, namely the
resolution emax and an optional smoothing parameter εitm.
Figure 1 depicts a dataset and the corresponding ITM map.

Once the map is created, we have Nn nodes, but we
still need the zones on which we determine the events. The
simplest solution is to use the zones emerging into the map by
connecting the neighbor nodes (the zones connected by blue
lines of Figure 1 right), but such solution does not consider the
neural network nature of the ITM. Instead, for each node i we
can easily calculate the locus of points L(i) of the state space
whose distance from i is less than the distances from the other
nodes j = 1, .., Nn, j 6= i. In this way the space is partitioned
in Nn zones, and each point in the state space belongs to the
zone relative to the nearest neuron (that is “activated” by the
stimulus provided by that particular point).

C. Event-based Dynamic Bayesian Network

In the E-DBN we encode the probability of the event εk,
given the previous event εk−1 and taking into account the time
difference between them, defined as ∆tk = tk − tk−1, with
tk and tk−1 times of occurrence of εk and εk−1 respectively.
Such modeling may be associated to the motion of the target
vessel in the environment, given its previous state and the time
interval between the events. The dynamic Bayesian networks
have been chosen among the probabilistic tools available in
literature [4] [3] precisely because of their capability to handle
in a probabilistic way the evolution in time of the events
triggered on the ITM map.

More specifically, the E-DBN factorizes the following
conditional probability density (CPD)

p(εk|εk−1,∆tk). (1)

Using recursively the Bayes’ rule, we can write (1) as

p(εk|εk−1,∆tk) =
p(εk, εk−1,∆tk)

p(εk−1,∆tk)
= (2)

p(∆tk |εk, εk−1)p(εk, εk−1)

p(εk−1,∆tk)
=
p(∆tk |εk, εk−1)p(εk|εk−1)

p(∆tk |εk−1)
.

(3)

The conditional probabilities p(∆tk |εk, εk−1), p(εk|εk−1) and
p(∆tk |εk−1) are calculated with a maximum likelihood train-
ing [4], equivalent to counting the number of occurrences of
the outcomes of the CPDs in the dataset, normalized with the
total number of occurrences.

The probability p(εk|εk−1) counts all the events triggered
by the zones explored by the vessel during its course, and de-
scribes the probability of a cause-effect relation between εk−1

and εk. Given the topology of the map and the limited number
of nodes, the search space is limited to neighboring nodes and
therefore the calculation of p(εk|εk−1) is feasible from the
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Fig. 2. Event-based Dynamic Bayesian Network for three event slices and
with the switching parameter θ.

computational viewpoint. The probability p(∆tk |εk, εk−1) is
constructed with a fixed-length normalized histogram counting
all the times the paired events (εk, εk−1) are observed. The
dimensions of the histogram bins are a trade-off between the
required temporal precision and the number of the training
trajectories. The probability p(∆tk |εk−1) is drawn by summa-
rizing all the histograms on the events εk−1.

D. Trajectory evaluation

The training of the network is performed with different
datasets, related to normal behaviors of ships and vessels
in the port. Therefore we have Nθ behavioral models [20]
θq , q = 1, .., Nθ, where θq is a switching variable, and we
can define different E-DBNs p(εk|εk−1,∆tk , θ

q) in accordance
with these models. In order to calculate the probability that a
new trajectory is compliant with the θq model, the following
cumulative normalized measure is proposed

αqk =

(
k − 1

k

)
αqk−1 +

1

k
p(εk|εk−1,∆tk , θ

q), (4)

with 0 < αqk < 1. Given the trajectory, for each couple of
events we calculate αqk and verify if, for the models θq , the
measure is above a normality threshold τn. If we are unable to
find a model compliant with the trajectory (i.e. the αq values
result below the threshold for each q-model), we can infer
that an abnormal situation is occurring. The global model with
the switching parameter θ is depicted in Figure 2. It is worth
noting that αqk is calculated for each two consecutive events,
and can be used to rapidly infer the level of normality of the
ship behavior as coupled events are observed.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 3 shows a satellite photo of the port of Salerno (a
town in southern Italy) in which our experiments have been
conducted. The port has a simple structure, with one entrance
and three docks (ignoring the little dock on the right). Two
types of vessels are normally involved in the port traffic, i.e.
cargo ships and boats. There are separated dock for each type

Fig. 3. Aerial photo of the port of Salerno. Dock 1 and 2 are dedicated to
cargo ships and Dock 3 to boats. Red line is a sample of a normal route for
cargo ships and the green line is a sample of a normal route for boats.

Fig. 4. The instantaneous topological map for the port of Salerno. We
calculate the nearest node for each point in the map. They are labeled with
the index and the color of the nearest node.

of vessel: Dock 1 and 2 are dedicated to cargo ships and Dock
3 to boats.

The training data for the ITM and DBN can be obtained
in two different ways: (1) Using historical data of normal
trajectories provided by real vessels (AIS data); (2) Defining
a set of normal shipping lanes for each type of watercraft
and simulating the data. The main reason that lead us to
follow the second approach (synthetic data) in this paper is
that abnormal ship trajectories are seen very rarely in ports,
therefore the gathering of real data of such situations turns
out to be extremely difficult; instead, simulated data can be
easily generated for any condition. However, a mixed approach
(normality model with real data and simulated data for the
analysis of abnormalities) seems a conceivable and interesting
idea and it will be the subject of further investigations in future
papers.



We define three points at the entrance, two at each dock,
and a variable number of intermediate points to have realistic
ship courses. All the normal trajectories are generated by
combining the latter points. Two sample of normal trajectories
are depicted in Figure 3, where the red one is a cargo ship
and the green one is a boat. Then motion of the watercraft
is simulated at each trajectory with assumption that boats
are two-times faster than ships and the watercraft gradually
decreases its speed until it stops at the end point. It should
be noted that since training data is only a limited portion of
possible trajectories, the model can be vulnerable to over-
fitting. To avoid this problem we conduct a noise-injected
training that helps to gain more generalized models.

A topological map is built from the simulator data, using
the ITM algorithm described in Section III-B. The data consist
in Nsim = 108 trajectories of ships and vessels leaving
or entering the port with normal and realistic behaviors. A
quantity of white-Gaussian noise N ∼ (0, σitm · I2), with
σitm = 5 is applied to each point of the trajectories to have a
map that spans in all the port area. The ITM for the port of
Salerno is depicted in Figure 4, with emax = 8 and εitm = 0.1.
The zones yielded by the ITM are used to calculate the CPDs
of the model, defined in equations (1) and (3) of Section III-C.
We train three E-DBNs with three different behavioral models
θq , q = 1, 2, 3, that are for:

• θ1: Cargo and container ships landing or departing
from Dock 1,

• θ2: Cargo and container ships landing or departing
from Dock 2,

• θ3: Vessels and motorboats landing or departing from
Dock 3.

The models differ for the shape of the trajectories but also
for the speed and type of vessel. More specifically, in Dock
1 and 2 only slow cargo ships can land or leave, while at
Dock 3 faster vessels are expected to dock or depart. The ship
speed is taken into account by the CPDs p(∆tk |εk, εk−1) and
p(∆tk |εk−1), and can be used to recognize abnormal behaviors
not only related with the spatial trajectory (e.g. vessels that
mistakenly head to the wrong dock). In the training phase
we need also to decide the time Tmax after which a still
event is detected (for this experiment Tmax = 30 seconds)
and the size of the histograms we need for p(∆tk |εk, εk−1)
and p(∆tk |εk−1). Given the simulator data, the histogram are
defined with a bin of 1 second and of a maximum length of
60 seconds. The last parameter to set is the threshold τn, that
in this paper has been empirically set at 0.4.

Once the training phase is completed, the E-DBNs are
ready to be used. In this paper we present results of two
different uses of the models, namely the recognition of nor-
mal behaviors from (noisy) trajectories drawn by the three
behavioral models and the assessment of strange and abnormal
movements in the port area.

The first test regards the detection of normal behaviors in
the port. We simulate 540 different noisy trajectories of ships
landing or departing from the three docks (180 for each dock).
The positional data are provided by a simulator which yields
realistic watercraft movements by combining at each time step
all the forces to which the ship is subject (e.g. attraction from

Fig. 5. In this figure are shown the trends of the cumulative counts when
the probabilistic models are fed with normal trajectories. More specifically,
we calculate the cumulative measures defined in (4) over the events k for
noisy trajectories landing or departing from Dock 1, 2 and 3 respectively (for
readability we depict only a subset of the simulated trajectories). The black
line represents the τn = 0.4 threshold. As expected the trends related to Dock
1, 2 and 3 are almost always above the threshold and recognized as being part
of θ1, θ2 and θ3 models (defined as Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 in the
figure) respectively.

the goal, repulsion from the docks, etc.). A small quantity of
noise N ∼ (0, σnor ·I2), with σnor = 2 is injected at each time
step. For each trajectory we calculate the cumulative measure
defined in (4). Figure 5 depicts the results of the simulation,
and as expected for each dock the cumulative measure of the
right model (θ1 for Dock 1, θ2 for Dock 2 and θ3 for Dock
3) is over the threshold in the most cases, while the other two
models are quite below.

In the second experiment we prove the capability of the
system to recognize abnormal behaviors. We define three type
of atypical and abnormal movements in the port:

• Zig-zag movements: ships changing their direction
sharply and in a dangerous way,

• Wrong dock: cargo ships heading for Dock 3 or
vessels pointing to Dock 1 or 2,

• Stopping ships: ships that suddenly stops in the middle
of the port or at the entrance.

In Figure 6 are depicted examples of the three abnor-
malities just defined. We generate 50 noisy (the noise is
N ∼ (0, σabn · I2), with σabn = 2) trajectories for each
of these uncommon behaviors with the simulator, and we
use the probabilistic models to infer the abnormalities. The
results depicted in Figure 7 shows that in very few cases
the cumulative measure goes above the threshold, therefore
abnormality are detected and countermeasures can be taken.
As stated before, the cumulative measures can be computed
online, and abnormalities can be assessed after few event
detections.

Table I summarizes the results over the simulated tra-
jectories, upholding that the system designed in this paper



Fig. 6. In this figure on the ITM map are drawn three abnormal trajectories.
In blue is depicted a trajectory from the zig-zag model, while in red and
green are depicted trajectories from the wrong dock model and stopping model
respectively.

Fig. 7. This figure depicts the results when the input data are related to
abnormal and unrealistic trajectories. More specifically, we try to detect three
different abnormalities, i.e. zigzagging trajectories, ships landing or departing
from the wrong dock (cargo ships for Dock 3 and vessels for Dock 1 and 2) and
ships stopping in the middle of the port area. We generate with the simulator
50 different trajectories belonging to these three dangerous situations, and
calculate the cumulative measure over the events. The results uphold the
validity of the approach, with only few cases in which the abnormal trajectories
exceed (by little) the normality threshold τn = 0.4.

exhibits the two most important features of a robust monitoring
equipment, i.e. low false alarm rate and high capability of
recognizing abnormal situations.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a technique to recognize abnormal
behaviors in generic harbors using the probabilistic tool of the
Dynamic Bayesian Networks. The state of the probabilistic
model are the events, triggered by the zones visited by the
vessel during its maneuvers in the port under surveillance. We
remark that the behavior analysis can be achieved almost in
real-time, a feature that renders this approach very appealing
for semi-automatic maritime traffic monitoring systems. The

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE OF THE BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Trajectories θ1 θ2 θ3 no-model
Dock 1 94.44 % 2.77 % 0% 2.77 %
Dock 2 2.22 % 76.11 % 3.33% 18.33 %
Dock 3 0 % 8.33 % 68.33 % 23.33 %
Zig-Zag 0 0 0 100 %
Wrong Dock 2 % 2 % 2 % 94 %
Stopping 10 % 4 % 0 % 86 %

This table summarizes the results of the algorithm over normal and abnormal
trajectories. In the first case, we observe high rates of correct model recognition

(94.44%, 76.11%, 68.33%), while in the second case the abnormalities are almost
always associated with no models (100%, 94%, 86%) and then detected.

experiments highlight the generality of the proposed approach
and the high rate of successful detection of abnormal state
trajectories of ships and vessels in the port.

There are many directions for further developments, in
addition to those already mentioned in the paper. Future efforts
will focus on the handling of the interactions between two
or more ships in the port. In this case behavioral models of
multiple interacting ships have to be conceived (i.e. tugboats
towing a cargo ship in the port area, vessels that want to enter
or exit the port at the same time, a pirate fleet attacking a large
ship, etc.) and more complex probabilistic models have to be
designed in order to recognize the situations that are taking
place in the port.
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